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Stronger Communities Annual Report Summary
Now at the end of its second full year of operation, it brings me great pleasure to introduce this
Executive Summary for the Stronger Communities Programme in North Yorkshire.
I am often asked how the County Council can meet the continued challenge of service delivery in the county. We are fortunate that
one of the greatest strengths in North Yorkshire are the many vibrant and resilient communities that help themselves, and each
other. We will continue to invest in those communities because without them the scale of the challenge would be even greater.
As a County Council, we know we cannot continue to deliver the same levels of services that we have in the past but, by working closely
with local groups and organisations, we would like to ensure that communities do not lose those things that are of value to them.
The Stronger Communities Programme is one of the ways that we are supporting local action and initiatives. The Programme has worked
with over 80 communities to date, developing activities and services important to them and will continue to expand on this moving forward.
I hope you find this summary interesting, and, if you would like to find out more, please
find the details of how to do so at the end of this document.
Cllr. David Chance,
(Executive Member for Stronger Communities)

Introduction
Launched in October 2014, Stronger
Communities is an ambitious programme to
support communities to play a greater role in
the delivery of services in North Yorkshire. The
County Council developed the programme to
support communities to help themselves and
create local solutions for services at a time of
significant financial challenge for the authority.
Many communities within North Yorkshire
have vibrant groups and active volunteers who
work innovatively and collectively to add to the
richness of local life and to help more people
who are in need of some additional help and
support. Faced with significant issues such as
the size and rurality of North Yorkshire, an ageing
population and reducing budgets, there are a
range of services that the County Council has
traditionally provided that will no longer be available
or will need to be delivered in a different way.
The Stronger Communities Programme is one
of the ways that we are supporting communities

The Offer
to continue to provide the range of services and
activities that are important to them and upon which
many people rely. And where we can support the
ambitions of communities to do even more, we will.
The Programme has been in operation for two
years, during this time we have witnessed firsthand the ambition and capacity of communities
to take a greater role in managing and delivering
a range of services. In many places the ambitions
of communities have surpassed those of
traditional local authority service models, with
communities better able to respond to local need.
However, we must not be complacent and we will
continue to support new and existing community
groups in the months and years ahead.

There is a Delivery Manager in each district
area in North Yorkshire. With a network of
contacts and a depth of local knowledge,
the Delivery Managers will engage and work
with local groups interested in taking on a
greater role in the delivery of services.
There is a clearly defined prospectus of
support available, outlining example projects
that work and key community outcomes. The
Programme can offer communities a package
of support and expert advice appropriate
to their need and the project proposed.
This can include:
• diagnostic work and skills audits,
• advice and guidance on all aspects
of developing a project,
• suitable sources of funding,
• local partners,
• additional support available from, and
liaising with, the County Council,
• support from a range of pre-procured
organisations who specialise in
working with community groups,
• grant funding from the Programme.

“Many communities…work innovatively and collectively to add to the richness of local life”
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Overview of 2016/17
Throughout 2016/17 the Programme has built on the foundation developed in the first year; utilising
experience, key networks and local knowledge to continue to invest in four priority service areas:
Libraries, Community Transport, Adults and Older People, and Children, Young People and Families.

Libraries
There has been a considerable investment of
time and resources supporting the Library Service
with the implementation of the re-configuration
project in time for 1 April 2017, in particular
working with 21 community library management
groups who have taken on the management
and responsibility of their local library.
The role of the Programme has been to work
with the Library Service and community groups
as an accessible and responsive interface
able to ensure that the communities taking
on their local library have the right skills,
capacity and support in place to be confident
in the day to day running of the service.

This support has included key organisational
matters such as property, charitable status,
service level agreements, policies and plans,
finances and volunteer recruitment, as well as
a host of other matters which all needed to be
addressed before the launch of the new model. All
the community libraries successfully transferred,
however support to all our community libraries
– including the nine existing ones – will remain
in place ensuring they continue to be offered
the support they need in the future, not just to
survive but to flourish as community hubs.

“The ambitions of communities have surpassed those of traditional local authority service models”
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Case Study

“We must not be complacent…we will continue to support new and
existing community groups in the months and years ahead”

Richmond, Catterick and
Colburn Libraries
NYCC went out to consultation with communities
in 2014/15 about reconfiguring the library service
so that all libraries in North Yorkshire would
be delivered with varying levels of community
involvement in a Core/Hybrid/Community model.
During the consultation and the subsequent
on-going engagement with the communities in
Richmondshire - a very different model for the
libraries in Richmond (the proposed core), Catterick
and Colburn emerged as their preference.

There was overwhelming support for a divergence
from the Council offer. Utilising the local Stronger
Communities Delivery Manager as a conduit for
change with the Library Service it became clear
during co-design that a single management
group not only made sense in terms of shared
ownership and consistent management of
resources but also that there was an opportunity
for a more far reaching and locally sensitive
service than the Council was offering.

A number of concerns were raised that prompted
the community to design its own model: the close
proximity of the three libraries, the distinctive nature
of each community (Catterick is home to Catterick
Garrison the largest British Army base in the world.
Colburn, whilst undergoing large scale housing
development and a changing demographic, has
pockets of deprivation which rank as the 16th
most deprived Lower Super Output Area out of
367 in North Yorkshire), and the concern that a
community model wouldn’t work for Catterick.
To address these concerns, and assist those
communities to identify a way forward, the local
Stronger Communities Delivery Manager facilitated
a visioning event and online consultation with
over 400 responses from the local community.

In addition to the core library offer the management
committee has a long term ambition to work
with partners to develop the libraries as
community hubs to best meet the needs of local
communities, with each library having a particular
focus: families and learning (Catterick Garrison),
children and young people (Colburn) and reader
development and tourist information (Richmond).
“I was impressed not only by the experience
of existing community libraries, but by the
commitment from NYCC to the programme, i.e.
this was to be a genuine partnership with plenty
of ongoing support. Stronger Communities
have acted as honest brokers between the
council and community volunteers, and have
facilitated relationships that would have taken
much longer to build otherwise. The success
of this approach should be applicable to other
areas where the community has demonstrated
a clear interest in maintaining services that
are under continuing resource pressures.”
Philip Wicks, Chair Catterick, Richmond
and Colburn Community Libraries

Adults and Older People

Community Transport

There has been a greater emphasis in
2016/17 on utilising local intelligence
and closer working with other Targeted
Prevention Services, coupled with national
research, to inform a more targeted
approach to investment in new and existing
community led prevention services to
reduce, prevent or delay demand for social
care. 2016/17 saw over £700k invested
in voluntary and community groups
providing services across the county, this
is around 65% of our total investment.

Stronger Communities continues to support
the Integrated Passenger Transport Service
to mitigate changes to bus services by
helping to develop, promote or improve
community transport services in the county.

Commissioning began in early 2017 for
a new community based physical activity
service on behalf of Public Health to
provide age and physical ability appropriate
activities across North Yorkshire for adults
who are at risk of falls, increasing frailty,
or loneliness and social isolation.

In late 2016 the Programme commissioned
a specialist transport marketing agency
to develop a North Yorkshire community
transport brand and promotional film that can
be used by all providers in the county. The
aim of the project will be to raise awareness
of community transport, to change
traditional perceptions and increase usage
of community transport to become a mode
of choice in rural communities. The brand:
Go Local: Connecting People and Places
and film will be launched in summer 2017.
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What is Social Action?
Children, Young People and Families
Support carried on in 2016/17 for the development
of volunteer led groups and activities for children
and young people in local communities. In
addition, peer support networks for the providers
of youth services have been trialled in more areas
of North Yorkshire, building on the success of
those started in Easingwold and Knaresborough.
A new project, in partnership with North Yorkshire
Youth and supported by the Children’s Trust
Board, began this year with the intention of
developing a systematic approach to promote,
encourage and keep young people volunteering.
In addition, a number of strategic
projects have been undertaken to benefit
the wider operation of services:
• Working with colleagues from the 2020
Customer Programme to develop North
Yorkshire Connect – an online directory
of services, facilities and voluntary
sector organisations. North Yorkshire
Connect launched in Autumn 2017 and
will improve awareness of, and access
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to, local services for residents.
• Digital inclusion is a key overarching priority
for the Programme and a number of projects
have been supported in community settings
which aim to support digital literacy, connectivity
and learning opportunities for individuals not
confident or adept going online to access
services. There has also been initial exploration
of a Digital Village concept – how technology
can be integrated into everyday life to
improve social connections and well-being.
• Set a target to “achieve even more” (Local
Government Association Peer Review, 2016),
significant work began towards the end of
2016, in consultation with partners, to review
and refine internal processes and resources
to enable the Programme to focus in on
what works, target investment to areas of
greatest impact and to improve the way that
investment is evaluated. Together, with a new
ambition for the Programme and communities
to 2022 there will be an opportunity for
impact at scale by creating the conditions
for social action to be the norm.

Projects by District Area
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Social action is about people coming
together to help improve their lives
and solve the problems that are
important in their communities. It can
broadly be defined as practical action
in the service of others, which is:
• carried out by individuals or groups
of people working together,
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• bringing about social change and or value.

Now, two years in, Stronger Communities
has awarded over £1.9m to more than 250
new or existing community groups or projects
across all four priority areas. Thousands of new
volunteering opportunities have been created
as a result of this investment, with an estimated
number of beneficiaries to be even higher.

Case Study
Exclusively Inclusive

Exclusively Inclusive is a voluntary community group
based in the Craven area of North Yorkshire. The
Group organises inclusive social opportunities for
younger working age disabled people as well as their
friends and families. This helps to tackle important
issues of loneliness and social isolation, derived
from a lack of opportunities and social activity.
The Group wanted to expand the activities they
offer by taking on the production of the Settle
Gazette, a local newsletter entirely produced by
people who have learning disabilities, which would
cease following the closure of a local Resource
Centre. Through consultation and feedback
they had plans to expand the reach and format
of the newsletter, making it Craven wide.

The Group approached the local Stronger Communities
Delivery Manager for support with taking on the
Gazette. The Delivery Manager was impressed by
their plans to involve a wider group of people, to
make copies of the Gazette available online and to
expand the reach of the Gazette across Craven.
Through discussion it was agreed that slightly
more funding than had first been requested would
be applied for, to increase the sustainability of the
project. Investment was provided to meet the costs
of the equipment and venue hire that the Group
needed to get the Craven Gazette up and running.
“Many thanks for sending me the latest
edition of the Craven Gazette, (it is) one of my
favourite reads.” Councillor Andy Solloway
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Moving Forward

Spend by Priority (£)

55,825 Strategic/Other
32,000

Our ambition is for all communities in North Yorkshire to have greater collective control of their own well-being
and ultimately reduce inequalities. There will be three new investment schemes that will contribute to this aim:

Community Transport
42,380
26,615
304,880
Children and Youth

133,640

2015/16

38,020

41,840
Libraries

To support our new ambition for the Programme and communities, in July 2017 Stronger Communities launched it’s
new investment prospectus: Inspire, Achieve, Innovate; which sets out the offer available from Stronger Communities,
examples of best practice projects, and how we will work collaboratively with communities moving forward.

2016/17

• Inspire Fund – open to communities, the
Inspire Fund is primarily about supporting
local social action. We want to encourage
people to get involved in their local community
by offering small grants to help establish
new services, events or activities that help
to increase social interaction, encourage
neighbourliness and improve the well-being
of individuals and communities. This could
be a community festival, a good neighbour’s
scheme or a lunch club to name a few.

• Achieve Together – our main investment
programme; we would like to build longer
term strategic partnerships with communities,
voluntary organisations and social enterprises
who share our priorities. We are interested
in designing with partners a range of social
action projects and services that meet clearly
evidenced need, are sustainable and where
required, are capable of delivering at scale.

• Time to Innovate – to keep pace with
both changing needs and an ever changing
social and economic environment we are
also keen to invest in creative new ideas that
contribute to our priorities. This will be an
annual competition for one off investment,
and each year the theme will be different.

518,769

735,089
Adults and Older People
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Stronger Communities Grants awarded 2014-2017
Children & Adults

Key Facts

Children and Young People
Libraries
Community transport

Whitby

Hambleton

Richmond

Older people & Vulnerable Adults

Scarborough

Catterick

Richmondshire
Hawes

Ryedale

Northallerton

Leyburn

Scarborough
Pickering

Thirsk

Craven

Malton

Ripon

Harrogate

Easingwold

Knaresborough

Settle
Skipton

Harrogate

Selby
Selby
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Key Fact
Stronger
Communities has
invested over £1.9m
in the voluntary and
community sector
– through the direct
commissioning of
services and grant
aiding community
led initiatives.

Key Fact
This investment
has supported
more than 250
community
groups and
projects across
North Yorkshire.

Key Fact
In addition to the
new community
library groups,
almost 50
new voluntary
organisations
have been helped
to set up to
provide services
and activities
in areas which
the Directorates
have identified
as priorities.

Key Fact
The Programme
has worked with the
Library Service and
volunteers from 21
communities over
an 18 month period
to help get those
community groups
ready to take on
and manage their
library. All of those
libraries transitioned
successfully.

Key Fact
Delivery Managers
attended 45
library volunteer
recruitment open
days contributing
to the recruitment
of an additional
1,200 volunteers
for community and
hybrid libraries.

Key Fact
An area of need
in the sector,
the Programme
has procured,
and updates,
a framework of
expert external
specialist
consultancies
able to assist
voluntary and
community sector
organisations
across 12 specialist
and technical
areas from finance
and training to
marketing and risk
management.

Key Fact
In January 2017,
the Programme
was shortlisted
for a prestigious
Local Government
Chronicle award
for ‘Community
Involvement’.
The Programme
was shortlisted
from over one
hundred entrants
across the
country, narrowly
missing out to
Barnsley MBC.
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Contact us
More information about the Stronger Communities Programme including our new investment prospectus
can be found on our website: https://www.northyorks.gov.uk/stronger-communities
North Yorkshire County Council, County Hall, Northallerton, North Yorkshire, DL7 8AD
Our Customer Service Centre is open Monday to Friday 8.00am - 5.30pm (closed weekends and bank holidays).
Tel: 01609 780 780 email: customer.services@northyorks.gov.uk web: www.northyorks.gov.uk

If you would like this information in another language or format please ask us. Tel: 01609 780 780 email: customer.services@northyorks.gov.uk
70160 08/17

